
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on Gen Z adults and teens.
•• The need to connect with teens early as they start their shopping

exploration.
•• Promoting DEI and sustainability initiatives to appeal to Gen Z.

Gen Z is a prominent generation starting to establish their shopping habits and
behaviors online. As digital natives, this group of consumers already expects
flexible shopping options and for brands to meet them where they are.
Personalized services, a seamless experience, and convenient options will
dominate Gen Z’s purchase journey – all fueled by their desire to leverage
technologies along the way. Unafraid to say what they want and stand for what
they believe in, brands will need to look for opportunities to engage with this
generation and cultivate relationships with them based on sustainability, DEI
initiatives, and establishing welcoming communities.
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“Generation Z is a large, and
growing, consumer group
looking to wield their
spending power to make
change. With already over
$140 billion in spending
capabilities, Gen Z is a
generation that knows what it
wants and isn’t afraid to tell
brands and retailers how to
meet their needs.”
- Katie Yackey, Retail &
eCommerce Analyst
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Figure 8: Unemployment and underemployment, January
2007- January 2021

• Tech: platforms for connection
• Gen Z: The conscious consumer
• Silence is not an option for Gen Z
• Gen Z expects brands to do their part for the environment

• Offering options for sustainability
• Incorporating Gen Z into R&D
• Offering ways for Gen Z to shop as best for them

• Poshmark entices Gen Z to shop sustainably and turn a
profit
Figure 9: Shopping smart with Poshmark

• Focusing on DEI with Aerie
Figure 10: AerieREAL-ness Campaign

• Livestream shopping with Instagram

• The need for sustainability
• Involving Gen Z in the research process
• Fostering online communities
• Rising popularity of NFTs creates opportunities with Gen Z

consumers
• Using gaming to reach Gen Z

• Connecting early with Gen Z teens
• Family plans provide freedom and flexibility
• Helping Gen Z find their communities
• Gen Z: Cash-strapped and looking for opportunities

• Online shopping is priority for Gen Z
Figure 11: Online shopping frequency, February 2021

• COVID-19 encouraged even more online shoppers
Figure 12: Online shopping pre/post COVID-19, Gen Z adults,
February 2021
Figure 13: Online shopping pre/post COVID-19, Gen Z teens,
February 2021

• Opportunity to drive Gen Z shopping online across
categories

COMPANIES AND BRANDS – KEY TAKEAWAYS

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

THE CONSUMER – KEY TAKEAWAYS

UNDERSTANDING GEN Z ADULTS AND TEENS
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Figure 14: Products bought online, February 2021
• Teen Spotlight: Parents are still heavily involved in

purchases
Figure 15: Who pays for items, February 2021
Figure 16: Teen spending money, February 2021

• Amazon’s dominance is helped by family plans
Figure 17: Where shopped, February 2021

• Social media is a main meeting spot for Gen Z adults and
brands

• Men enjoy ease and convenience; women enjoy exploration
Figure 18: Where shopped – Gen Z adult, by gender,
February 2021

• Building relationships early with teens of both genders
Figure 19: Where shopped – Gen Z teen, by gender, February
2021

• Building trusted communities for teens and adults
Figure 20: Sources of information, February 2021

• Gen Z Adults: women turn to personal sources; men find
their own answers
Figure 21: Sources of information, Gen Z adults by gender,
February 2021
Figure 22: Glossier product showcase

• Gen Z teens seek peer approval as they establish their
habits
Figure 23: Sources of information – Gen Z teens, by gender,
February 2021

• Gen Z will put in effort to find a deal
Figure 24: Actions before purchase, February 2021

• Gen Z expects a superb overall experience
Figure 25: Important factors when shopping online, February
2021

• Providing adults with convenient experiences at all angles
Figure 26: Top important factors, Gen Z adults, February 2021

• Providing more fun for teens
Figure 27: Top important factors, Gen Z teens, February 2021

RETAILERS SHOPPED

LEARNING AND INFORMATION

BEHAVIORS AND IMPORTANT FACTORS WHEN SHOPPING
ONLINE
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• Research, information, and search process
• Gen Z Adults explore their options before making a final

decision
Figure 28: Attitudes toward shopping online –Research,
information, and search process, Gen Z adults, February 2021

• Teens investigate flexible options, for them and their
parents
Figure 29: Attitudes toward shopping online – Research,
information, and search process, Gen Z teens, February 2021

• Brand values
• Gen Z adults stick to their values

Figure 30: Attitudes toward shopping online – Brand values,
Gen Z adults, February 2021
Figure 31: Nike Refurbished

• Gen Z Teens are still establishing what they believe and
who they trust
Figure 32: Attitudes toward shopping online – Brand values,
Gen Z teens, February 2021

• Shopping behaviors
• Adults need brands to be a skillful partner in the shopping

process
Figure 33: Attitudes toward shopping online – Shopping
behaviors, Gen Z adults, February 2021

• Gen Z Teens want brands to allow them to explore, and give
them room for error
Figure 34: Attitudes toward shopping online – Shopping
behaviors, Gen Z teens, February 2021

• Social media
• Gen Z Adults seen convenient benefits of social commerce

Figure 35: Attitudes toward shopping online – social media,
Gen Z adults, February 2021

• Gen Z Teens gravitate toward social media for play and
purchase
Figure 36: Attitudes toward shopping online– social media,
Gen Z teens, February 2021

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Generations, if discussed within this Report, are defined as:

ATTITUDES TOWARD SHOPPING ONLINE

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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APPENDIX – THE CONSUMER
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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